Family Agreement between Host and EHUK
Agreed on application on website
This is to confirm that I/we have read and understand the following to become a Host Family:
1. Confidentiality between the Company, the Host & other host families & EHUK Private Policy
in guidance with the GDPR (May 2018)
2. The host family is responsible for the duty of care to all students and must have relevant home
insurance for any wear and tear damages.
3. The host family is responsible for any transportation, if an emergency occurs the host family
must pay for any transport which must be arranged (deduction made from payment)
4. The host family will be deducted any monies as confirmed in any email for any discrepancy
whilst hosting (complaints or removal of student)
5. The host agrees to have read and agreed via the host application to our EHUK Guidelines,
Code of Conduct, Children Act 2015 and Safeguarding Policy.
6. As a host you are agreeing to prioritise EHUK for our students, although we sometimes have
quieter times, we allocate to the families who are reliable and consistent with EHUK, but you
are responsible to tell us if you have ANY other students from another school or Lodgers over
18 in your home at the time of us placing students.
7. The host will agree to provide a DBS certificate before we can allocate students for hosting.
One main primary Carer needed for our mini stay groups, all other under 18 students will need
all 18+ members of the household to hold a DBS.
8. Any problems/complaints/medical issues which arise during the student visit. The point of
contact is daily: our Meet & Greet or the Group Leader travelling with the group, will be
responsible for most medical issues.
9. On arrival for each group you will be emailed/given an arrival letter, which will have your point
of contact for each group of students & on collection bring you ID Name card to collect your
students.
10. The host does not make any private arrangement with any student EHUK introduce & the host
is responsible to declare income received as per HMRC guidelines

I …………………………………………………

Family name:

agrees to the above and understand my duty of care hosting

Signed:…………………………………………………………………
Date: …………………………………………………………………
www.exeterhomestayuk.com

